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(54) INFORMATION PROCESSING DEVICE, INFORMATION PROCESSING SYSTEM, AND METHOD

(57) An information processing apparatus includes a
table with an embedded display device that has a surface
on which an object with a wireless tag can be placed. An
antenna unit is configured to move along a predeter-
mined path and to transmit an interrogation wave for
reading information from wireless tags. The antenna unit
receives a response wave from wireless tags at different
positions on the predetermined path. A controller is con-

figured to: calculate changes in phase difference be-
tween the interrogation wave and the response wave re-
ceived at the different positions; determine a location of
a wireless tag on the surface of the embedded display
device using the calculated changes in the phase differ-
ence; and then control the embedded display device to
indicate the determined location.
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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] This application is based upon and claims the
benefit of priority from Japanese Patent Application No.
2019-211938, filed November 25, 2019, the entire con-
tents of which are incorporated herein by reference.

FIELD

[0002] Embodiments described herein relate generally
to an information processing device, an information
processing system, and a method performed thereby.

BACKGROUND

[0003] In a distribution system or a logistics system, in
order to identify a commodity, it is known to attach a cod-
ed symbol, such as a barcode or a two-dimensional code,
to the commodity and then optically read or scan the sym-
bol to obtain information about the commodity.
[0004] More recently, a radio frequency identification
(RFID) technology has been used in such a distribution
system or a logistics system, and information on a com-
modity is wirelessly read from an RFID tag (also referred
to as a wireless tag) attached to the commodity.
[0005] This RFID technology using wireless tags is al-
so used in a retail store, such as a supermarket or a
convenience store. However, there are still some types
of commodities sold in such stores to which only optical
scanning (coded) symbols are attached instead of wire-
less tags. When commodities having wireless tags and
coded symbols are both being purchased by a customer,
a store clerk or the like needs to separate the wireless
tagged commodities from those commodities labeled
with only a coded symbol or the like so that the clerk can
use an optical code reader of a point-of-sale (POS) ter-
minal to manually scan and register the commodities that
lack a wireless tag by reading the coded symbols with
the optical code reader since a wireless tag reader can
only be used to read and register the commodities having
wireless tags thereon. Furthermore, the store clerk needs
to separate out and identify commodities having neither
wireless tags nor coded symbols from the other commod-
ities. Thus, there is a need for a method of quickly dis-
tinguishing commodities having wireless tags, coded
symbols, or neither.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] One of the objects of the present invention is to
improve prior art techniques and overcome at least some
of the prior art problems as for instance above illustrated.
[0007] According to a first aspect of the invention, it is
provided an information processing apparatus, compris-
ing a table with an embedded display device having a
surface on which an object with a wireless tag can be

placed; an antenna unit that is configured to move along
a predetermined path and to transmit an interrogation
wave for reading information from wireless tags and re-
ceive a response wave from wireless tags at different
positions on the predetermined path; and a controller
configured to calculate changes in phase difference be-
tween the interrogation wave and the response wave re-
ceived at the different positions, determine a location of
a wireless tag on the surface of the embedded display
device using the calculated changes in the phase differ-
ence, and control the embedded display device to indi-
cate the determined location.
[0008] Optionally, in the information processing appa-
ratus according to a first aspect of the invention, the pre-
determined path is below the surface of the embedded
display device.
[0009] Optionally, in the information processing appa-
ratus according to a first aspect of the invention, the con-
troller determines the location of the wireless tag as po-
sition having with a smallest phase difference between
the interrogation wave and response wave.
[0010] Optionally, in the information processing appa-
ratus according to a first aspect of the invention, the con-
troller is further configured to determine intensities of the
response waves at the different positions, and the loca-
tion of the wireless tag is determined using the deter-
mined intensities.
[0011] Optionally, the information processing appara-
tus according to a first aspect of the invention, further
comprises a memory, wherein the controller is further
configured to store in the memory the phase differences
and the intensities of the response waves in association
with coordinates indicating the different positions on the
predetermined path.
[0012] Optionally, the information processing appara-
tus according to a first aspect of the invention, further
comprises a moving mechanism to which the antenna
unit is attached.
[0013] Optionally, the information processing appara-
tus according to a first aspect of the invention, further
comprises a plurality of metal walls arranged on edges
of the surface of the embedded display device.
[0014] Optionally, in the information processing appa-
ratus according to a first aspect of the invention, the em-
bedded display device includes a two-dimensional array
of LEDs.
[0015] Optionally, in the information processing appa-
ratus according to a first aspect of the invention, the con-
troller is further configured to register the object in a sales
transaction based on product information included in the
response wave.
[0016] Optionally, the information processing appara-
tus according to a first aspect of the invention, further
comprises an optical code reader configured to read a
code symbol on an object.
[0017] According to a second aspect of the present
invention, it is provided an information processing meth-
od, comprising transmitting, from a movable antenna, an
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interrogation wave toward a wireless tag attached to an
object placed on a surface of a display device; receiving,
with the movable antenna, a response wave from the
wireless tag at different positions on a predetermined
movement path of the antenna; calculating changes in
phase difference between the interrogation wave and the
response wave at the different positions; identifying a
location of the wireless tag on the surface of the display
device using the calculated changes in the phase differ-
ence; and controlling the display device to indicate the
identified location of the wireless tag.
[0018] Optionally, in the method according to a second
aspect of the present invention, the predetermined path
is under the surface of the display device.
[0019] Optionally, in the method according to a second
aspect of the present invention, the location of the wire-
less tag is identified as the position on the predetermined
path at which the calculated phase difference is the small-
est.
[0020] Optionally, the method according to a second
aspect of the present invention, further comprises deter-
mining intensities of the response wave at the different
positions, wherein the location of the wireless tag is de-
termined using the determined intensities.
[0021] Optionally, the method according to a second
aspect of the present invention, further comprises storing
in a memory the phase differences and the intensities of
the response waves in association with coordinates in-
dicating the positions on the predetermined path.
[0022] Optionally, in the method according to a second
aspect of the present invention, the movable antenna is
moved by a moving mechanism under the surface of the
display along longitudinal and lateral directions of the dis-
play device.
[0023] Optionally, in the method according to a second
aspect of the present invention, a plurality of metal walls
arranged on edges of the surface of the display device.
[0024] Optionally, in the method according to a second
aspect of the present invention, the display device in-
cludes a two-dimensional array of LEDs.
[0025] Optionally, in the method according to a second
aspect of the present invention, the object is an item of
merchandise in a sales transaction.
[0026] According to a third aspect of the present inven-
tion, it is provided an information processing system,
comprising an information processing device including a
table with an embedded display device having a surface
on which an object with a wireless tag can be placed,
and a controller; and a wireless tag reading device in-
cluding an antenna, wherein the antenna that is config-
ured to move along a predetermined path and to transmit
an interrogation wave for reading information from wire-
less tags and receive a response wave from wireless
tags at different positions on the predetermined path, the
wireless tag reading device provides phase information
about the interrogation wave and the received response
wave to the information processing device, and the con-
troller is configured to calculate changes in phase differ-

ence between the interrogation wave and the response
wave received at the different positions according to the
phase information provided by the wireless tag reading
device: to determine a location of a wireless tag on the
surface of the embedded display device using the calcu-
lated changes in the phase difference, and to control the
embedded display device to indicate the determined lo-
cation.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0027]

FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating an information
processing system according to an embodiment.
FIG. 2 is a schematic perspective view of a wireless
tag reader.
FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating a movement path of
an antenna in a wireless tag reader.
FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a wireless tag reader.
FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a POS terminal.
FIG. 6 is a data structure of phase information.
FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating changes in phase dif-
ference between interrogation waves and response
waves.
FIG. 8 is a block diagram of a wireless tag reader.
FIG. 9 is a flow chart of control processing performed
by the wireless tag reader.
FIG. 10 is a block diagram of a POS terminal.
FIG. 11 is a flow chart of control processing per-
formed by the POS terminal.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0028] One or more embodiments provide an informa-
tion processing device, an information processing sys-
tem, and a method capable of distinguishing a commodity
to which a wireless tag is attached from a commodity to
which a wireless tag is not attached.
[0029] According to one embodiment, an information
processing apparatus comprises a table with an embed-
ded display device. Embedded display device has a sur-
face on which an object with a wireless tag can be placed.
An antenna unit is configured to move along a predeter-
mined path and to transmit an interrogation wave for
reading information from wireless tags. The antenna unit
is configured to receive a response wave from wireless
tags at different positions along the predetermined path.
A controller is configured to: calculate changes in phase
difference between the interrogation wave and the re-
sponse wave received at the different positions; deter-
mine a location of a wireless tag on the surface of the
embedded display device using the calculated changes
in the phase difference; and then control the embedded
display device to indicate the determined location.
[0030] Hereinafter, example embodiments are de-
scribed with reference to drawings. In an embodiment, a
POS terminal is described as an example of an informa-
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tion processing device, and merchandise sold in a store
is described as an example of a commodity. Hereinafter,
the commodity is referred to as an item of merchandise.
Example embodiments described herein are not limita-
tions on the present disclosure and various modifications,
alterations, and adaptations to these examples will be
apparent from the following descriptions.
[0031] FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating an information
processing system 10. For example, the information
processing system 10 is used in a store such as a su-
permarket, a convenience store, and a mass retail store,
and includes a wireless tag reader 1 and a POS terminal
3. The wireless tag reader 1 and the POS terminal 3 are
electrically and communicably connected to each other
via a communication line L.
[0032] FIG. 2 is a schematic perspective view of the
wireless tag reader 1. The wireless tag reader 1 includes
a merchandise table 11. The merchandise table 11 has
a substantially rectangular parallelepiped shape. The
merchandise table 11 includes a countertop display 42,
which is connected to the POS terminal 3 and can be
controlled by the POS terminal 3 to display information
thereon. The countertop display 42 has an upper surface
12 on which merchandise can be placed. The countertop
display 42 comprises, for example, a liquid crystal display
panel or a plurality of light emitting diodes (LED) arranged
in a two-dimensional array. The countertop 42 displays
information upwards toward the upper surface 12.
[0033] An item of merchandise to which a wireless tag
T is attached and an item merchandise to which a wire-
less tag T is not attached can be placed, in a mixed man-
ner, on the upper surface 12. In an embodiment, a mer-
chandise S1, a merchandise S2, and a merchandise S3
are items of merchandise to which the wireless tags T
are attached, and a merchandise S4 is an item of mer-
chandise to which a symbol B is attached instead of a
wireless tag. The wireless tag reader 1 includes three
walls 13 surrounding the upper surface 12 from three
sides. For example, the walls 13 are made of metal, and
limit radio waves transmitted from the antenna 16 and
radio waves transmitted from the wireless tags T, from
leaking to the surroundings. Therefore, the wireless tag
reader 1 can read tag information of the merchandises
S placed inside the walls 13, but it is difficult to read in-
formation of a wireless tag outside the walls 13. The walls
13 are not limited to any particular structure and, in some
examples, one, two, or all of the walls 13 may be omitted
[0034] The merchandise table 11 includes antenna 16.
The antenna 16 is provided below the countertop display
42. The antenna 16 transmits tag interrogation waves
(also referred to as transmission waves) upwardly. The
wireless tags T attached to the items of merchandises
(e.g., the merchandises S1, S2, and S3) on the upper
surface 12 receive these interrogation waves. The wire-
less tags T then transmit response waves in response to
received interrogation waves. The response waves in-
clude information (e.g., individual merchandise informa-
tion for specifying the corresponding merchandise, com-

modity codes, or the like) relating to the particular items
to which the wireless tags have been attached. The an-
tenna 16 receives the response waves transmitted by
the wireless tags T. Since a wireless tag T is not attached
to the merchandise S4, the antenna 16 cannot read any
information for the merchandise S4.
[0035] The antenna 16 is mounted on a moving mech-
anism 14 and a moving mechanism 15. The moving
mechanism 14 can move the antenna 16 back and forth
along X axis directions. The the moving mechanism 15
can move the antenna 16 along Y axis directions.
[0036] The antenna 16 can be moved along the X axis
while transmitting an interrogation wave. After the anten-
na 16 moves by a first distance (or for a first time), the
wireless tag reader 1 stores the information of received
response waves from the wireless tags T. The wireless
tag reader 1 also stores information regarding the trans-
mitted transmission wave in association with information
about the received response waves. After the antenna
16 has moved by a second distance (or for a second
time), the moving mechanism 15 moves the antenna 16
in the Y direction by a predetermined distance. The mov-
ing mechanism 14 then moves the antenna 16 back
across the countertop display in an X axis direction, while
the antenna 16 is transmitting the transmission wave.
The antenna 16 repeats scans back and forth along the
X axis direction while moving antenna incrementally in
the Y axis direction after each antenna scan (pass) along
the X axis direction.
[0037] Here, the movement of the antenna 16 is more
specifically described. FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating a
moving path of the antenna 16 in the wireless tag reader
1. As illustrated in FIG. 3, the antenna 16 is positioned
at a home position H (for example, a lower left position
on the upper surface 12) at an initial state. First, while
transmitting the transmission wave, the antenna 16
moves in the X direction (that is, moves from left to right
along the X axis in FIG. 3) from the home position H (take
1). Every time the antenna 16 moves by the predeter-
mined first distance (that is, each position of P11 to P115
in FIG. 6 described later), the antenna 16 stores infor-
mation about the received response wave in correlation
with information about the transmitted transmission
wave. If the antenna 16 moves from the home position
H by the predetermined second distance and reaches a
position T1, the antenna 16 stops moving in the X axis
direction.
[0038] Subsequently, if the antenna 16 moves from the
position T1 in the Y axis direction by the predetermined
distance and reaches a position T2, the antenna 16 stops
moving in the Y axis direction. Subsequently, the antenna
16 moves from the position T2 in the X axis direction
while transmitting the transmission wave and reaches a
position T3 (take 2). Subsequently, if the antenna 16
moves from the position T3 in the Y axis direction by a
predetermined distance and reaches a position T4, the
antenna 16 stops moving in the Y axis direction. Subse-
quently, while the antenna 16 transmits the transmission
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wave, the antenna 16 moves from the position T4 in the
X direction and reaches a position T5 (take 3). The an-
tenna 16 that has reached the position T5 moves back
to the home position H.
[0039] For simplification of the description, the move-
ments of the antenna 16 in the X axis direction are de-
scribed as H->T1, T2->T3, and T4->T5, and the move-
ments in the Y axis direction are described as T1->T2
and T3->T4. However, the antenna 16 may be moved
three or more times in the Y axis direction.
[0040] The wireless tag reader 1 stores XY coordinates
of a position where the antenna 16 is currently positioned.
The wireless tag reader 1 sets the coordinates when the
antenna 16 is positioned at the home position H as the
origin (coordinates (0, 0)). If the antenna moves in the X
axis direction, the wireless tag reader 1 (a control unit
100 in FIG. 4 described later) updates the X coordinate
by a moving distance from the home position H, and if
the antenna moves in the Y axis direction, the wireless
tag reader 1 updates the Y coordinate by a moving dis-
tance from the home position H. For example, the value
of the coordinates indicates a distance from the home
position in millimeters. That is, if the antenna 16 moves,
the wireless tag reader 1 updates the coordinates of the
antenna 16 in real time and constantly calculates the cur-
rent coordinates of the antenna 16 as coordinate infor-
mation.
[0041] The POS terminal 3 registers a sale relating to
the merchandise being purchased based on the received
tag information (including the individual merchandise in-
formation for specifying each item of merchandise to
which a wireless tag is attached) read by the wireless tag
reader 1. The POS terminal 3 also reads a code symbol
attached to an item of merchandise and registers a sale
relating to the corresponding merchandise. The POS ter-
minal 3 settles the transaction for the merchandise for
which the sale is registered.
[0042] Here, the sales registration refers to processing
of:

(1) reading merchandise information (such as a mer-
chandise name and a price) from a merchandise
master 342 (with reference to FIG. 5) based on the
read tag information or read code symbols,
(2) displaying the read merchandise information, and
(3) storing the merchandise information in a mer-
chandise information area 331 (with reference to
FIG. 5). The settlement of the transaction refers to
processing of: (1) displaying a total amount and a
tax amount relating to the transaction based on the
merchandise information stored in the merchandise
information area 331 according to the sales registra-
tion, (2) calculating and displaying the change due
based on a payment by the customer, and (3) issuing
a receipt on which the merchandise information and
the settlement information (such as the total amount,
the payment, and the change) are printed.

[0043] Hereinafter, the hardware of the wireless tag
reader 1 is described. FIG. 4 is a hardware block diagram
of the wireless tag reader 1. As illustrated in FIG. 4, the
wireless tag reader 1 includes a central processing unit
(CPU) 21, a read only memory (ROM) 22, a random ac-
cess memory (RAM) 23, a storage unit 24, and the like.
The CPU 21 is a processor that executes various pro-
grams. The ROM 22 stores various programs. The RAM
23 temporarily stores programs and various data. The
storage unit 24 stores various programs. The CPU 21,
the ROM 22, the RAM 23, and the storage unit 24 are
connected to each other via a bus 25. The CPU 21, the
ROM 22, and the RAM 23 make up the control unit 100.
That is, the control unit 100 controls the wireless tag read-
er 1 as described below, by causing the CPU 21 to exe-
cute a control program(s) stored in the ROM 22 or the
storage unit 24 and loaded in the RAM 23
[0044] The RAM 23 includes a radio wave storage area
231 and a coordinate storage area 232. The radio wave
storage area 231 stores the information of the transmis-
sion wave transmitted from the antenna 16 and the in-
formation of all response waves received by the antenna
16 (hereinafter, the information of the transmission wave
and the information of the response wave are referred to
as "radio wave information", in combination) at a prede-
termined timing (the timing of movement by the first dis-
tance) for each individual merchandise information in-
cluded in the response wave. The radio wave information
is used for calculating a phase difference between the
transmission wave and the response wave. The radio
wave information is also used for specifying waveforms
of the transmitted transmission wave and the received
response waves. The radio wave information includes
wireless tag information included in the response wave.
The individual merchandise information is included in the
wireless tag information.
[0045] The radio wave information includes the infor-
mation about an intensity (signal strength) of the re-
sponse wave. The radio wave intensity is information in-
dicating how strongly the antenna 16 receives the re-
sponse wave. In general, the antenna 16 receives a re-
sponse wave from a wireless tag T that is more closely
positioned with a stronger intensity than from a wireless
tag T more distant from the antenna 16. That is, when
the intensity of the received response wave is strong, the
wireless tag T providing the response wave is considered
to be close to the antenna 16, and when the intensity of
the received response wave is weak, the wireless tag T
providing the response wave is considered to be far from
the antenna 16.
[0046] The control unit 100 calculates the coordinates
of the position of the antenna 16 where the information
of the response wave is stored, and the coordinate stor-
age area 232 stores the coordinate information of the
corresponding coordinates in correlation with the infor-
mation of the corresponding response wave.
[0047] The storage unit 24 is a solid state drive (SSD),
a hard disc drive (HDD), a flash memory, and the like,
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and maintains data even if the power is turned off. The
storage unit 24 includes a control program area 241. The
control program area 241 stores a control program(s) for
controlling the wireless tag reader 1.
[0048] The control unit 100 is connected to the antenna
16 and a conveyance motor 28 via the bus 25 and a
controller 26. The controller 26 reads the information of
the response wave received by the antenna 16. The con-
troller 26 controls the conveyance motor 28 to rotate in
one direction or an opposite direction. If the conveyance
motor 28 rotates, the moving mechanism 14 and the mov-
ing mechanism 15 rotate in one direction and an opposite
direction.
[0049] The control unit 100 is connected to a commu-
nication unit 29 via the bus 25. The communication unit
29 can communicate with the POS terminal 3 via the
communication line L.
[0050] Hereinafter, the hardware of the POS terminal
3 is described. FIG. 5 is a hardware block diagram of the
POS terminal 3. As illustrated in FIG. 5, the POS terminal
3 includes a CPU 31, a ROM 32, a RAM 33, a storage
unit 34, and the like. The CPU 31 is a processor that
executes various programs. The ROM 32 stores various
programs. The RAM 33 temporarily stores programs and
various data. The storage unit 34 stores various pro-
grams. The CPU 31, the ROM 32, the RAM 33, and the
storage unit 34 are connected to each other via a bus
35. The CPU 31, the ROM 32, and the RAM 33 make up
a control unit 300. That is, the control unit 300 controls
the POS terminal 3 as described below, by causing the
CPU 31 to execute a control program(s) stored in the
ROM 32 or the storage unit 34 and loaded in the RAM 33.
[0051] The RAM 33 includes the merchandise infor-
mation area 331, a radio wave information area 332, and
a phase information area 333. The merchandise infor-
mation area 331 stores the merchandise information
(such as a merchandise name and a price) of the corre-
sponding merchandise in association with the merchan-
dise code for specifying the merchandise. The radio wave
information area 332 stores the radio wave information
received from the wireless tag reader 1. The phase in-
formation area 333 stores the phase difference between
the transmission wave and the response wave and the
intensity of the radio wave of the response wave, which
are obtained from the radio wave information. The phase
information area 333 is described below with reference
to FIG. 6.
[0052] The storage unit 34 is an SSD, an HDD, a flash
memory, and the like, and maintains the stored content
even if the power is turned off. The storage unit 34 in-
cludes a control program area 341 and the merchandise
master 342. The control program area 341 stores a con-
trol program(s) for controlling the POS terminal 3. The
merchandise master 342 stores the merchandise infor-
mation of the corresponding merchandise in association
with the merchandise code specifying the merchandise.
[0053] The control unit 300 is connected to an opera-
tion unit 41, the countertop display 42, a clerk display 43,

a customer display 44, a printing unit 45, a card reader
46, and a code reader 47 via the bus 35 and a controller
36. The operation unit 41 is a keyboard or a touch key.
The operation unit 41 includes a start key 411 and a clos-
ing key 412. If the start key 411 is operated, the control
unit 300 transmits a start signal to the wireless tag reader
1. The closing key 412 is operated when the transaction
with the customer ends in the POS terminal 3.
[0054] The clerk display 43 is, for example, a liquid
crystal display, and displays the information to a clerk
who is operating the POS terminal 3. The customer dis-
play 44 is, for example, a liquid crystal display, and dis-
plays the information to the customer. The printing unit
45 prints the merchandise information of the settled mer-
chandise or the settlement information on a receipt. The
card reader 46 reads the information, for example, of a
credit card that is used in the settlement process. The
code reader 47 reads the symbol attached to the mer-
chandise optically. The code reader 47 may be an imag-
ing device such as a camera.
[0055] The control unit 300 is connected to a commu-
nication unit 48 via the bus 35. The communication unit
48 can communicate with the wireless tag reader 1 via
the communication line L.
[0056] Subsequently, the phase information area 333
is described. FIG. 6 is a data structure of phase informa-
tion stored in the phase information area 333. As illus-
trated in FIG. 6, the phase information area 333 includes
a coordinate area 3331, a phase difference area 3332,
an intensity area 3333, and an individual merchandise
information area 3334.
[0057] The individual merchandise information area
3334 stores the individual merchandise information (for
example, an individual merchandise number) indicating
a specific individual merchandise for the merchandise.
The coordinate area 3331 stores the coordinate informa-
tion of the antenna 16 at each predetermined position
(here, each position of P11 to P115, P21 to P215, and
P31 to P315). With respect to the response wave includ-
ed in the individual merchandise information stored in
the individual merchandise information area 3334, the
phase difference area 3332 stores the phase difference
between the transmission wave and the response wave,
which is calculated from information about the response
wave at each predetermined position and the transmis-
sion wave transmitted from the antenna 16. With respect
to the response wave included in the individual merchan-
dise information stored in the individual merchandise in-
formation area 3334, the intensity area 3333 stores the
intensity of the radio wave of the response wave in each
predetermined position. In FIG. 6, the phase information
area 333 stores only the information of take 1, take 2,
and take 3, but may store information for four or more
times according to the movement of the antenna 16.
When information about the response waves including
the individual merchandise information of a plurality of
merchandises is received, the control unit 300 generates
and stores the information shown in FIG. 6 for each in-
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dividual merchandise.
[0058] Here, the phase difference between the trans-
mission waves and the response waves stored in the
phase difference area 3332 is described with graphs.
FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating a variation of the phase
difference between the transmission wave and the re-
sponse wave. As illustrated in FIG. 7, the graph indicates
a variation of the phase difference of the response wave
to the transmission wave with respect to the wireless tag
attached to the merchandises S (individual items of mer-
chandise) illustrated in FIG. 3. In FIG. 7, the graph of take
1 indicates a phase difference between the transmission
wave and the response wave in each predetermined po-
sition (P11 to P115) in the course in which the antenna
16 moves from the home position H (= P11) to the position
T1 (= P115) along the X axis. In the graph of take 1, the
phase difference between the transmission wave and the
response wave from the position P11 to the position P18
gradually decreases, the phase difference between the
transmission wave and the response wave is the smallest
in the position P18, and the phase difference between
the transmission wave and the response wave gradually
increases from the position P18 to the position P115.
This indicates that, in the course in which the antenna
16 moves from a home position H to the position T1 along
the X axis, the antenna 16 gradually comes close to the
merchandise S and is the closest to the merchandise S
in the position of the position P18, and then the antenna
16 gradually goes far from the merchandise S.
[0059] The graph of take 2 indicates the phase differ-
ence between the transmission wave and the response
wave in each predetermined position (P21 to P215) in
the course in which the antenna 16 moves from the po-
sition T2 (= P215) to the position T3 (= P21) along the X
axis. In the graph of take 2, the phase difference between
the transmission wave and the response wave gradually
decreases from the position P215 to the position P28,
the phase difference between the transmission wave and
the response wave is the smallest in the position P28,
and the phase difference between the transmission wave
and the response wave gradually increases from the po-
sition P28 to the position P21. This indicates that, in the
course in which the antenna 16 moves from the position
T2 to the position T3 along the X axis, the antenna 16
gradually comes close to the merchandise S and is the
closest to the merchandise S in the position of the position
P28, and then the antenna 16 gradually goes far from
the merchandise S.
[0060] The graph of take 3 indicates the phase differ-
ence between the transmission wave and the response
wave in each predetermined position (P31 to P315) in
the course in which the antenna 16 moves from the po-
sition T4 (= P31) to the position T5 (= P315) along the X
axis. In the graph of take 3, the phase difference between
the transmission wave and the response wave gradually
decreases from the position P31 to the position P38, the
phase difference between the transmission wave and the
response wave is the smallest in the position P38, and

the phase difference between the transmission wave and
the response wave gradually increases from the position
P38 to the position P315. This indicates that, in the course
in which the antenna 16 moves from the position T4 to
the position T5 along the X axis, the antenna 16 gradually
comes close to the merchandise S and is the closest to
the merchandise S in the position of the position P38,
and then the antenna 16 gradually goes far from the mer-
chandise S.
[0061] The positions (in this example, the position P18,
the position P28, and the position P38) where the phase
difference changes from decreasing to increasing are
hereinafter called an inflection point.
[0062] When the phase difference in the position P18,
the phase difference in the position P28, and the phase
difference in the position P38 are compared with each
other, the phase difference in the position P38 is the
smallest. This indicates that, when the antenna 16 is po-
sitioned in the position P38, the antenna 16 is positioned
in a position the closest to the merchandise S. Therefore,
the control unit 300, for example, controls the countertop
display 42 to display an indicator at a position corre-
sponding to the coordinates of the position P38 to notify
a clerk of the location of the merchandise S to which a
wireless tag is attached.
[0063] If the phase difference exceeds 360°, when an
unwrap process is not performed, the phase difference
starts from 0°, again. That is, a phase difference in the
position where the phase difference exceeds 360° be-
comes the same as the one in the position where the
phase difference of 360° is reset back to 0°. Therefore,
the position of the merchandise S can be correctly spec-
ified by simultaneously checking the intensities of the ra-
dio waves of the response waves at the inflection points
(here, the position P18, the position P28, and the position
P38 in this example) in addition to the phase differences.
Here, the intensity of the response wave in the position
P18, the intensity of the response wave in the position
P28, and the intensity of the response wave in the posi-
tion P38 are compared with each other, and a position
at which the intensity (the position P38 in this example)
is the strongest becomes a position to be expressly in-
dicated on the countertop display 42. The graph of FIG.
7 has values obtained by adding 360° to the calculated
phase difference when the phase difference exceeds
360° (referred to as an unwrap process).
[0064] Hereinafter, functions of the wireless tag reader
1 are described. FIG. 8 is a function block diagram of the
wireless tag reader 1. As illustrated in FIG. 8, the control
unit 100 of the wireless tag reader 1 functions as a moving
unit 101, a reading unit 102, and a transmission unit 103
according to the control programs stored in the control
program area 241 and loaded in the RAM 23.
[0065] The moving unit 101 drives the conveyance mo-
tor 28 and rotates the moving mechanism 14 and the
moving mechanism 15 to move the antenna 16 in the X
axis direction and the Y axis direction.
[0066] The reading unit 102 stores the information of
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the response wave received by the antenna 16 in each
predetermined position (P11 to P115, P21 to P215, and
P31 to P315), in the radio wave storage area 231. The
reading unit 102 stores information about the received
response wave in correlation with information about the
transmission wave. The reading unit 102 acquires and
stores the coordinate information of each predetermined
position in the radio wave storage area 231.
[0067] The transmission unit 103 controls the commu-
nication unit 29 to transmit the radio wave information
stored in the radio wave storage area 231 to the POS
terminal 3. When the antenna 16 reaches the position
T5, the transmission unit 103 controls the communication
unit 29 to transmit the radio wave information stored in
the radio wave storage area 231 to the POS terminal 3.
[0068] Hereinafter, the control processing performed
by the wireless tag reader 1 is described. FIG. 9 is a flow
chart of the control processing performed by the wireless
tag reader 1. As illustrated in FIG. 9, the control unit 100
of the wireless tag reader 1 determines whether a start
signal has been received from the POS terminal 3 (ACT
11). The control unit 100 waits until the start signal has
been received from the POS terminal 3 (No in ACT 11).
When it is determined that a start signal has been re-
ceived from the POS terminal 3 (Yes in ACT 11), the
control unit 100 sets "0" to a variable "n" stored in the
RAM 23 (ACT 12).
[0069] Subsequently, the control unit 100 determines
whether the value of "n" is 3 (ACT 13). In this example,
since the antenna 16 moves three times of take 1, take
2, and take 3 in the X axis direction and ends the reception
of the response waves, it is determined whether n = 3 is
satisfied in ACT 13. In practice, it is determined whether
the value of "n" is the number of times of the movement
of the antenna 16 in the X axis direction. It is determined
that n = 3 is not satisfied (that is, any one of n = 0, n = 1,
and n = 2) (No in ACT 13), the control unit 100 controls
the controller 26 to transmit transmission waves from the
antenna 16 and stores the information of the correspond-
ing transmission wave in the radio wave storage area
231 (ACT 14). In such case, the reading unit 102 also
stores the information of the response wave received cor-
responding to the transmitted transmission wave in the
radio wave storage area 231 (ACT 14). The reading unit
102 stores the coordinate information of the correspond-
ing position (here, the home position H). Subsequently,
the moving unit 101 controls the conveyance motor 28
to start to move the antenna 16 positioned in the home
position H in the X axis direction (ACT 15).
[0070] Subsequently, the control unit 100 determines
whether the antenna 16 moves from the home position
H (here, the position P11) and is positioned in the position
P12 separated by the first distance (ACT 16). It is deter-
mined that the antenna 16 is not positioned in the position
P12 (that is, the antenna 16 has not reached the position
P12) (No in ACT 16), the moving unit 101 controls the
conveyance motor 28 to continue to move the antenna
16 in the X axis direction. It is determined that the antenna

16 is positioned in the position P12 (Yes in ACT 16), the
reading unit 102 also stores the information in the re-
sponse wave received corresponding to the transmitted
transmission wave in the radio wave storage area 231
(ACT 17) . The reading unit 102 stores the coordinate
information of the position P12 in the radio wave storage
area 231 (ACT 17). The reading unit 102 stores the re-
ceived response wave and the coordinate information of
the position P12 in correlation with the information of the
stored transmission wave.
[0071] Subsequently, the control unit 100 determines
whether the antenna 16 is positioned in the position T1
(here, the position P115) separated from the home po-
sition H by the second distance (ACT 18). It is determined
that the antenna 16 is not positioned (that is, the antenna
16 has not reached the position T1) in the position T1
separated from the home position H by the second dis-
tance (No in ACT 18), the control unit 100 returns to ACT
16 and performs the determination (determination on the
movement from the position P12 by the first distance) of
ACT 16 and repeats the processing of ACT 17. In this
manner, with respect to each position of the antenna 16
from the position P11 to the position P115, the control
unit 100 stores the information of the response waves
and the coordinate information of each position in the
radio wave storage area 231 in association with the trans-
mission waves. The determination on whether the anten-
na 16 has moved by the first distance and the determi-
nation on whether the antenna 16 has moved by the sec-
ond distance which are performed by the control unit 100
are based on the number of times of rotation of the con-
veyance motor 28.
[0072] Meanwhile, when it is determined that the an-
tenna 16 is positioned in the position T1 in ACT 18 (Yes
in ACT 18), the control unit 100 controls the conveyance
motor 28 to stop moving the antenna 16 in the X axis
direction (ACT 19). The control unit 100 controls the con-
troller 26 to stop transmitting the transmission waves
from the antenna 16 (ACT 20). The moving unit 101 con-
trols the conveyance motor 28 to rotate the moving mech-
anism 15 to move the antenna 16 in the Y axis direction
by the predetermined distance (ACT 21). The control unit
100 increments the variable n (that is, to n = 1) (ACT 22).
The control unit 100 returns to ACT 13 and repeats ACT
13 and subsequent processing. That is, if n = 3 is not
satisfied, while the antenna 16 is moved from T2 here,
the position P215) to T3 here, the position P21) in the X
axis direction, the information of response waves in the
positions P215 to P21 and the coordinate information of
each position are stored in the radio wave storage area
231 in correlation with the transmission waves.
[0073] If the antenna 16 has moved from the position
T2 to the position T3, the control unit 100 controls the
conveyance motor 28 to move the antenna 16 to the po-
sition T4 in the Y axis direction. The control unit 100 in-
crements the variable n stored in the RAM 23 (that is, to
n = 2) (ACT 22). The control unit 100 returns to ACT 13
and repeats processing of ACT 13 and subsequent
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processing. That is, if n = 3 is not satisfied, while the
antenna 16 is moved from T4 (here, the position P31) to
T5 (here, the position P315) in the X axis direction, the
information of the response wave in the positions P31 to
P315 and the coordinate information of each position are
stored in the radio wave storage area 231 in correlation
with the transmission wave. If the antenna 16 has moved
from the position T4 to the position T5, the antenna 16
moves back to the home position H. The control unit 100
increments the variable n stored in the RAM 23 (that is,
to n = 3) (ACT 22) . The control unit 100 returns back to
ACT 13.
[0074] The control unit 100 performs determination of
ACT 13 again. Here, since n = 3 is satisfied, the deter-
mination of ACT 13 is Yes. Therefore, the transmission
unit 103 controls the communication unit 29 to transmit
the radio wave information (such as the information of
the transmission waves, the information of the response
waves, the coordinate information, and the tag informa-
tion) stored in the radio wave storage area 231 to the
POS terminal 3 (ACT 23). Then, the control unit 100 ends
the processing.
[0075] The wireless tag reader 1 includes the movable
antenna 16 and transmits a transmission wave from the
antenna 16 and also receives a response wave transmit-
ted by the wireless tag T with respect to the correspond-
ing transmission wave while the antenna 16 moves, to
read tag information from a wireless tag T attached to an
item of merchandise. The wireless tag reader 1 transmits
a transmission wave and receives a modulated response
wave from the wireless tag T in response to the trans-
mission wave. The transmission wave and the response
wave will have different phases from each other. The
wireless tag reader 1 stores information about the trans-
mission wave and information about the response wave
in a correlating manner and transmits this information to
the POS terminal 3.
[0076] Hereinafter, functions of the POS terminal 3 are
described. FIG. 10 is a function block diagram of the POS
terminal 3. As illustrated in FIG. 10, the control unit 300
of the POS terminal 3 functions as a reception unit 301,
a phase difference calculation unit 302, a position spec-
ifying unit 303, and a display unit 304 according to the
control programs that are stored in the control program
area 341 and loaded in the RAM 33.
[0077] The reception unit 301 acquires from the wire-
less tag reader 1: (1) information about the transmission
wave transmitted from the antenna 16 included in the
wireless tag reader 1 while moving along the upper sur-
face 12, (2) information about the response wave trans-
mitted by the wireless tag T upon the reception of the
transmission wave, and (3) the radio wave information
including the coordinate information. Specifically, the re-
ception unit 301 acquires the information of the transmis-
sion wave, the information of the response wave, and
the coordinate information of the predetermined posi-
tions (here, positions P11 to P115, P21 to P215, and P31
to P315) from the wireless tag reader 1 and stores the

information in the radio wave information area 332.
[0078] The phase difference calculation unit 302 cal-
culates the phase difference of each response wave with
respect to the transmission wave based on the informa-
tion of the transmission waves stored in the radio wave
information area 332 and the information of the response
waves in the predetermined positions (here, positions
P11 to P115, P21 to P215, and P31 to P315) . The cal-
culation of the phase difference is to obtain how much
phases of the response waves are deviated with respect
to the transmission waves.
[0079] The position specifying unit 303 specifies the
position of the merchandise specified in the individual
merchandise information placed on the upper surface 12
based on the phase difference between the transmission
waves and the response waves for each wireless tag T.
Specifically, the position specifying unit 303 calculates
the phase difference between the transmission waves
and the response waves based on the transmission
waves transmitted by the antenna 16 and the response
waves transmitted by the wireless tag T with respect to
the merchandises S to which the wireless tags T are at-
tached, and specifies the positions the merchandises S
based on the coordinate information of the position (in-
flection point) where the corresponding phase difference
is the smallest. The position specifying unit 303 may
specify the positions of the merchandises S in consider-
ation of the intensities of the response waves at the in-
flection points.
[0080] The display unit 304 controls the countertop dis-
play 42 to displays indications at the positions which are
specified by the position specifying unit 303. Specifically,
when the countertop display 42 is a liquid crystal display,
the countertop display 42 notifies a clerk of the locations
of the merchandises S to which wireless tags are at-
tached, for example, by displaying some indicators at
those locations. When the countertop display 42 is an
aggregate of LEDs, one or more LEDs corresponding to
the locations of the merchandises S to which wireless
tags are attached are turned on.
[0081] Hereinafter, the control processing performed
by the POS terminal 3 is described. FIG. 11 is a flow chart
of the control processing performed by the POS terminal
3. The control unit 300 of the POS terminal 3 determines
whether the radio wave information has been received
from the wireless tag reader 1 (ACT 31) . When it is de-
termined that the radio wave information has been re-
ceived from the wireless tag reader 1 (Yes in ACT 31),
the reception unit 301 stores the radio wave information
in the radio wave information area 332 (ACT 32). Sub-
sequently, the phase difference calculation unit 302 cal-
culates phase differences of the response waves in pre-
determined positions (positions P11 to P115, P21 to
P215, and P31 to P315) with respect to the transmission
waves based on the radio wave information accepted by
the reception unit 301 (ACT 33).
[0082] Subsequently, the position specifying unit 303
specifies the positions of the merchandises placed on
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the upper surface 12 based on the information of the
phase differences calculated by the phase difference cal-
culation unit 302 (ACT 34) . Subsequently, the display
unit 304 controls the countertop display 42 to indicate
the locations corresponding to the positions (or coordi-
nates) specified by the position specifying unit 303 (ACT
35). The operator of the POS terminal 3 recognizes that
the merchandises S positioned in the indicated locations
are merchandises to which the wireless tags T are at-
tached. Subsequently, the control unit 100 registers
those merchandises based on the corresponding tag in-
formation included in the radio wave information (ACT
36) . The control unit 300 returns back to ACT 31.
[0083] Meanwhile, it is determined that the radio wave
information has not received in ACT 31 (No in ACT 31),
the control unit 300 determines whether a symbol has
been read by the code reader 47 (ACT 41) . The operator
of the POS terminal 3 operates the code reader 47 to
read the code symbol for an item of merchandise (here,
the merchandise S4 of FIG. 2) for which the position is
not indicated by the display unit 304. If it is determined
that the symbol has been read by the code reader 47
(Yes in ACT 41), the control unit 300 registers the mer-
chandise based on the merchandise code acquired from
the read symbol (ACT 42). The control unit 300 returns
back to ACT 31.
[0084] If it is determined that a symbol has not been
read (No in ACT 41), the control unit 300 determines
whether the closing key 412 has been operated (ACT
51). If it is determined that the closing key 412 has been
operated (Yes in ACT 51), the control unit 300 performs
settlement relating to the corresponding transaction
based on the merchandise information stored in the mer-
chandise information area 331 (ACT 52). The control unit
300 ends the processing.
[0085] If it is determined that the closing key 412 has
not been operated (No in ACT 51), the control unit 300
determines whether the start key 411 has been operated
(ACT 53). It is determined that the start key 411 has been
operated (Yes in ACT 53), the control unit 300 generates
a start signal and controls the communication unit 48 to
transmit the start signal to the wireless tag reader 1 (ACT
54). The control unit 300 returns back to ACT 31. If it is
determined that the start key 411 has not been operated
(No in ACT 53), the control unit 300 returns back to ACT
31.
[0086] According to the embodiments described
above, the POS terminal 3 expressly indicates on the
countertop display 42 the location of an item of merchan-
dise to which the wireless tag T is attached, among all
items of merchandise placed on the upper surface 12 of
the countertop display 42. Therefore, the operator of the
POS terminal 3 can easily distinguish an item of mer-
chandise to which the wireless tag T is attached from
other items placed on the upper surface 12.
[0087] According to the embodiments described
above, with respect to an item of merchandise to which
the wireless tag T is not attached among the items placed

on the upper surface 12 of the countertop display 42, the
corresponding position on the countertop display 42 is
not expressly indicated. Therefore, the operator can
more easily separate the items on which a wireless tag
T has been attached from items on which a wireless tag
T has not been attached, by removing those merchandise
items from the upper surface 12 which are not expressly
indicated as having a wireless tag. In this context, an item
of merchandise to which a wireless tag T is not attached
includes an item of merchandise to which only a code
symbol is attached, an item of merchandise to which a
wireless tag T cannot be attached, an item of merchan-
dise to which the wireless tag T was previously attached
but for which the wireless tag has malfunctioned or been
removed, or the like. In this manner, according to the
embodiments described above, an item of merchandise
with a wireless tag T can be distinguished from items of
merchandise without a wireless tag T.
[0088] According to the embodiments described
above, the POS terminal 3 receives the information of a
transmission wave and the information of a response
wave so that the POS terminal 3 calculates the phase
difference between the transmission wave and the re-
sponse wave based on the corresponding information of
the transmission wave and the corresponding informa-
tion of the response wave. However, the embodiments
are not limited thereto. For example, the phase difference
between the transmission wave and the response wave
may be calculated based on the information of the trans-
mission wave and the information of the response wave
by the wireless tag reader 1, so that the POS terminal 3
receives the information of the calculated phase differ-
ence.
[0089] In the embodiments described above, the mer-
chandise S sold in a store is described as an example of
an article. However, the embodiments are not limited
thereto, and the embodiments can be also applied to an
article other than the merchandise, for example, an article
carried into a warehouse or an article carried out of a
warehouse.
[0090] According to the embodiments described
above, the POS terminal 3 is described as an example
of an information processing device. However, the em-
bodiments are not limited thereto, and the information
processing device may be, for example, a merchandise
information registration device in a semi-self-service-
type POS system. The information processing device
may be, for example, a self-service POS terminal. The
information processing device may be, for example, a
personal computer or a server.
[0091] According to the embodiments described
above, the countertop display 42 has an upper surface
12, and a liquid crystal display panel and/or a plurality of
LEDs are provided overlapping by the upper surface 12,
so that the location of the merchandise S placed on the
upper surface 12 can be expressly indicated. However,
the embodiments are not limited thereto, and the coun-
tertop display 42 and the upper surface 12 are not nec-
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essarily overlapped with each other. That is, the location
of the merchandise S placed on the upper surface 12
may be indicated (displayed) on the equivalent of a coun-
tertop display 42 provided elsewhere.
[0092] The programs executed by the POS terminal 3
of the example embodiments described above can be
provided as installable or executable files and can be
copied from a non-transitory computer-readable record-
ing medium such as a CD-ROM, a flexible disk (FD), a
CD-R, and a digital versatile disc (DVD).
[0093] The programs executed by the POS terminal 3
of the example embodiments described above may also
or instead be stored on a computer connected to a net-
work such as the Internet and downloaded via the net-
work. The programs executed by the POS terminal 3 of
the embodiments described above may be executed over
a network such as the Internet.
[0094] The programs executed by the POS terminal 3
of the embodiments described above may be stored in
a ROM or the like in advance.
[0095] While certain embodiments have been de-
scribed, these embodiments have been presented by
way of example only, and are not intended to limit the
scope of the inventions. Indeed, the novel embodiments
described herein may be embodied in a variety of other
forms; furthermore, various omissions, substitutions and
changes in the form of the embodiments described herein
may be made without departing from the scope of the
inventions as defined by the appended claims. The ac-
companying claims and their equivalents are intended to
cover such forms or modifications as would fall within the
scope of the inventions.

Claims

1. An information processing apparatus, comprising:

a table with an embedded display device having
a surface on which an object with a wireless tag
can be placed;
an antenna unit that is configured to move along
a predetermined path and to transmit an inter-
rogation wave for reading information from wire-
less tags and receive a response wave from
wireless tags at different positions on the pre-
determined path; and
a controller configured to:

calculate changes in phase difference be-
tween the interrogation wave and the re-
sponse wave received at the different posi-
tions,
determine a location of a wireless tag on the
surface of the embedded display device us-
ing the calculated changes in the phase dif-
ference, and
control the embedded display device to in-

dicate the determined location.

2. The information processing apparatus according to
claim 1, wherein the predetermined path is below
the surface of the embedded display device.

3. The information processing apparatus according to
claim 1 or 2, wherein the controller determines the
location of the wireless tag as position having with a
smallest phase difference between the interrogation
wave and response wave.

4. The information processing apparatus according to
any of claims 1 to 3, wherein the controller is further
configured to determine intensities of the response
waves at the different positions, and the location of
the wireless tag is determined using the determined
intensities, preferably comprising:

a memory, wherein
the controller is further configured to store in the
memory the phase differences and the intensi-
ties of the response waves in association with
coordinates indicating the different positions on
the predetermined path.

5. The information processing apparatus according to
any of claims 1 to 4, further comprising:
a moving mechanism to which the antenna unit is
attached.

6. The information processing apparatus according to
any of claims 1 to 5, further comprising:
a plurality of metal walls arranged on edges of the
surface of the embedded display device.

7. The information processing apparatus according to
any of claims 1 to 6, wherein the embedded display
device includes a two-dimensional array of LEDs.

8. The information processing apparatus according to
any of claims 1 to 7, wherein the controller is further
configured to register the object in a sales transac-
tion based on product information included in the re-
sponse wave.

9. The information processing apparatus according to
any of claims 1 to 8, further comprising:
an optical code reader configured to read a code
symbol on an object.

10. An information processing method, comprising:

transmitting, from a movable antenna, an inter-
rogation wave toward a wireless tag attached to
an object placed on a surface of a display device;
receiving, with the movable antenna, a response
wave from the wireless tag at different positions
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on a predetermined movement path of the an-
tenna;
calculating changes in phase difference be-
tween the interrogation wave and the response
wave at the different positions;
identifying a location of the wireless tag on the
surface of the display device using the calculat-
ed changes in the phase difference; and
controlling the display device to indicate the
identified location of the wireless tag.

11. The method according to claim 10, wherein the pre-
determined path is under the surface of the display
device, wherein preferably the location of the wire-
less tag is identified as the position on the predeter-
mined path at which the calculated phase difference
is the smallest.

12. The method according to claim 10 or 11, further com-
prising:

determining intensities of the response wave at
the different positions, wherein
the location of the wireless tag is determined
using the determined intensities.

13. The method according to any of claims 10 to 12,
wherein the movable antenna is moved by a moving
mechanism under the surface of the display along
longitudinal and lateral directions of the display de-
vice.

14. The method according to any of claims 10 to 13,
wherein the object is an item of merchandise in a
sales transaction.

15. An information processing system, comprising:

an information processing device including:

a table with an embedded display device
having a surface on which an object with a
wireless tag can be placed, and
a controller; and

a wireless tag reading device including an an-
tenna, wherein

the antenna that is configured to move along
a predetermined path and to transmit an in-
terrogation wave for reading information
from wireless tags and receive a response
wave from wireless tags at different posi-
tions on the predetermined path,
the wireless tag reading device provides
phase information about the interrogation
wave and the received response wave to
the information processing device, and

the controller is configured to:

calculate changes in phase difference be-
tween the interrogation wave and the re-
sponse wave received at the different posi-
tions according to the phase information
provided by the wireless tag reading device,
determine a location of a wireless tag on the
surface of the embedded display device us-
ing the calculated changes in the phase dif-
ference, and
control the embedded display device to in-
dicate the determined location.
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